tamaki niime

When we thought about what we can do
and acted as the person who lived on this land,
we became present style.
We make honest genuine real and enjoy creation
as hard as possible.
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tamaki niime
Uncompromising creation

It must be colorful and individualistic
It must be comfortable and soft
It must be one of a kind

We hope our one of a kind creation
makes our life joyful.
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tamaki niime
ものづくりの現場

織 -WeavingIt is soft, it is colorful and things you have never seen
With the textile that is becoming the origin of tamaki niime,
we weave loosely as much as possible by using 1960's Shuttle loom
which is already rarely used any more and 1980ʼs Rapier loom to make our texture airy.
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編 -KnittingIt is warm and comfortable
Using an old-fashioned circular knitting machine
and by knitting the textile slowly with an air,
we make a soft and comfortable fabric.
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染 -DyeingThe manufacturing that is various
in small quantities and is free

Yarn-dyed which is the characteristic of the Banshu-ori.
The dyeing that it often perform by division of labor
but we tamaki niime perform it in-house and we are studying
the colors we want in our way.
By creating a pattern of colors that can never be produced again,
it will be the only work in the world.
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縫製 -SewingWe form creation
The sewing, we create our ideas and make a new pattern
and form a sample.
We sew, repair and remake works speedily
and those will be lined up in our shop.
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洗い・仕上げ・検品 -Washing / InspectionBy water, wind, shine and the hand
Washed, bathe in the natural shine and wind,
it becoms soft and light.
After being checked, they will line up at our shop.
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クリエーション -CreationFree creation with no limit
In tamaki niime, there is an environment where you can create beyond the
boundaries of aﬃliation and age.
Any working staﬀ can suggest their ideas and our creation team
makes a sample and will make it a ﬁnished product.
Therefore, it doesn't take long for an idea to become a work and we make use in
the making of work quickly while incorporating customer's requests and opinions.
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1: 4C maru t LONG SLEEVES /
2: print shawl MIDDLE / 3: basic chotan
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skirt navy / 4: nica pants HOSO /
5: shirts / 6: tarun pants LONG / 7: wide
pants SHORT / 8: luzu pants /
9: fuwa-T ALL / 10: basic fuwa-T LONG
gray / 11: 360°2 / 12: suton-T LONG /
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13: suton-T SHORT / 14: powan skirt
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SHORT / 15: roots shawl BIG /
16: sakasama 2 / 17: zengo 1 / 18: nuime
kuru hoso / 19: fuwa-T HALF SLEEVES /
20: roots shawl MIDDLE
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21: megane-you (deniime) / 22: nibo / 23: bakan /
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24: de apron / 25: HACO bag / 26: boso LONG /
27: boso SHORT / 28: boso SHORT /
29: basic kushuepu khaki / 30: baneck /
31: atamaki / 32: atamaki / 33: business bag /
34: sholupo SMALL / 35: sholupo BIG /
36: tucho-you (deniime)/ 37:meishi-you (deniime)
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We hold events, events at department stores and exhibitions
at wholesale stores.
Please look at tamaki niime HP for more information.

Various colours and the works that there is only one
In our shop surrounded by rivers and greenery,
only one shawl and wear in the world is lined up for you.
In our spacious shop, you can choose a favorite thing
from the color variations only in directly managed shop.
From time to time,
new works and works for a limited time will appear.
Open : 11:00~17:00
Closed : Monday, Tuesday
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tamaki niime's dish
Enjoy the blessings of nature
Have a good time with dishes using vegetables
that are kind to the body and delicious coﬀee.
In a bright and open space where you can feel nature.
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tamaki niime's field
Live with nature
The land of Banshu the ancestors grew
their textiles and crops and lived their lives.
We tamaki niime raises raw cotton follow the old
days and want to appreciate natural rich
environment with everybody.
We wish a cotton ﬁeld spreads out all over in Japan
and we are hoping that we can make made in
Japan from materials.
We also cultivate pesticide-free vegetables and niime rice.
We aim to create food that can be eaten in peace.
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Information

tamaki niime Shop & Lab

event

550-1 hie-cho nishiwaki-city hyogo 677-0037 JAPAN
Tel: 0795-38-8113

Haragoshirae

※Currently closed

The time for you to visit our creation

Fax: 0795-38-8135

Open : 11:00-17:00
Closed : Monday, Tuesday

and enjoy tamaki niimeʼs lunch with vegetables from the ﬁeld.
It's such a precious moment to sharing tamaki niime's life with you.

Koshirae-kai

※Currently closed

A meet up to enjoying the fun of manufacturing with lab staﬀ.
Every month holiday ※Reservation priority

HP

https://www.niime.jp

facebook

tamaki niime

instagram

＠tamakiniime
＠staﬀ.account
＠tamakiniimeworks

Nihon hesokoen station

Kamihie

Terauchi kita
Nihon hesokoen

Kamitoda minami
Nishiwaki Bus station
Nishiwakishi station
Takino yashiro IC
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